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ABSTRACT

Traditional concerns regarding space domain awareness are exacerbated in cislunar space due to highly nonlinear dy-
namics, limited viewing geometries, and increasingly overloaded Earth-based resources. These concerns motivate the
investigation of space-based navigation and observation capabilities which lend themselves to autonomy. This paper
expands upon previous results to demonstrate that relative optical measurements provide simultaneous navigation of a
primary spacecraft and observation of a secondary spacecraft. First, linear observability analysis proves that relative
optical measurements fully estimate the dual spacecraft system over various orbits. Subsequently, the Optimal Control
Based Estimator is modified with the Unscented Transformation to account for the strongly nonlinear dynamics and
then leveraged to generate a state solution along with an estimated control policy. Finally, the estimated control policy
is employed to identify and classify maneuvers. Collectively, this methodology directly enables a chaser craft to nav-
igate to a final docking phase autonomously and provides a basis for further research into autonomous operations in
cislunar space.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cislunar space is a primary target for development due to the region’s suitability as a proving ground and staging point
for deep space exploration. NASA’s Artemis program is an exemplary model for cislunar development, but NASA is
not alone in its vision for inhabiting this expanse [29, 23]. A significant majority of national space agencies, as well as
space-focused commercial companies, have expressed interest in sending spacecraft on cooperative and independent
ventures to this territory [27, 28, 12, 21]. It is anticipated that the combined efforts of the international and commercial
space community will lead to a myriad of spacecraft traversing and occupying cislunar space. Such an environment
necessitates the design of cislunar Space Domain Awareness (SDA) capabilities to ensure all vehicles’ collective safety
and long-term multi-player cooperation in the region.

Currently, cislunar estimation relies on Earth-based resources, which leads to various observational challenges. Earth-
based radar, such as the Deep Space Network (DSN), is already oversubscribed, and equitably scheduling DSN time
for all future vehicles will be prohibitive. Ground-based optics must avoid exclusion zones around the Moon because
excessive light can damage the powerful sensors required to detect objects at cislunar distances. Additionally, all
Earth-based observers have a limited viewing geometry of cislunar objects, which results in sparse information and
potentially long periods of occultation. Detailed issues concerning cislunar tracking are covered in [18]. To overcome
these factors, as well as many other issues, the exploration of new observation platforms is essential. In particular,
cislunar observation platforms demonstrate promise to reduce Earth-based resource load, enhance observability, and
enable novel missions.

Previous works have studied the benefits of utilizing various cislunar observation platforms for cislunar orbit determi-
nation [31, 9, 11, 2, 15, 8]. Generally, sensors in these studies can be divided into passive vs. active and electro-optical
vs. radio-frequency categories. Observer location also plays a critical role given the vast array of periodic/quasi-
periodic orbit families and the potential to utilize the lunar surface itself. Space-based optical platforms are an ap-
pealing solution since they leverage existing commercial technology and provide equivalent accuracy for cooperative
and non-cooperative systems. Additionally, studies have shown that optical measurements are a viable option for
autonomous cislunar navigation [3, 5, 17, 14]. The combined advantages of space-based optical sensors lead to the
possibility that optical measurements can provide simultaneous autonomous navigation and observation. Thus, this
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paper seeks to examine relative optical measurements to estimate a primary and secondary spacecraft over various
orbits.

It is essential that estimation algorithms consider maneuver detection and higher-order filtering to ensure proper track-
ing in the cislunar environment. Maneuver detection is necessary because many orbits in the cislunar region require
frequent station keeping maneuvers due to the strongly nonlinear dynamics [7, 24]. These dynamics also cause filter-
ing issues because the higher-order moments are non-negligible and can cause linear systems to diverge [19, 7, 25].
Numerous methods accomplish maneuver detection and higher-order filtering, but they often require large computa-
tional requirements. The Optimal Control Based Estimator (OCBE) and Unscented Transformation (UT) address each
concern and require minimal computation cost compared to alternative methods [22, 20].

This paper begins by utilizing linear observability to prove that relative optical measurements lead to a fully observ-
able system. The applied method is a modification of LiAISON results which previously demonstrated that relative
radiometric measurements are sufficient to perform dual navigation [15]. Then, a modified version of the OCBE with
Unscented uncertainty propagation is adapted to provide filtering solutions and an estimated control policy. The UT is
applied to account for the strongly nonlinear dynamics and leads to more consistent results. Finally, the control policy
from the estimator is input into a classification algorithm to identify and label maneuvers. The classification methods
separates the control policy into four categories of maneuvers: none, stable manifold, unstable manifold, and generic.
These maneuver categories correspond to station keeping, exponential orbit departures, and generalized maneuvers, re-
spectively. In combination, this paper extends previous work to account for uncertainty in the observer state, improves
filter performance, and adds maneuver classification [13]. By successfully demonstrating dual spacecraft estimation
utilizing only relative optical measurements, this work seeks to further autonomous operations in cislunar space.

2. MODELING DEFINITIONS

2.1 Dynamics

Two spacecraft are instantiated in the Circular Restricted 3 Body Problem (CR3BP) to simulate relative estimation in
this region. Thus the state is composed of the position (rrr) and velocity (ṙrr) of both spacecraft as described by Equation
1. The CR3BP is commonly derived in a frame that rotates with the primary and secondary body such that the bodies
are constant along the first axis. Figure 1 contains a diagram of the CR3BP in the rotating frame. Equation 3 gives
the dimensional CR3BP equation of motion in this frame. The dimensional form is used for filtering because all
simulation parameters are in dimensional units.

Fig. 1: Diagram of CR3BP with sun shadows, and viewing exclusion zone.
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xxx = [rrrcha, ṙrrcha,rrrtar, ṙrrtar]
T (1)

nnn =
[
0 0

√
G(m1+m2)
||rrr2−rrr1||3

]T
(2)

r̈rr =−2nnn× ṙrr−nnn× (nnn× rrr)− Gm1

||rrr− rrr1||3
(rrr− rrr1)−

Gm2

||rrr− rrr2||3
(rrr− rrr2) (3)

The non-dimensional equation of motion normalizes position by the distance between massive bodies, time by the
period of the system, and mass by the total mass of the system. Equation 5 gives the non-dimensional equation
of motion. Non-dimensionalizing the system alleviates numerical scaling issues, reduces the parameter space, and
allows for easy comparisons between systems with similar parameters. Reference [30] contains a brief but informative
overview of the CR3BP, including dynamics, orbits, and manifolds.

µ =
m2

m1 +m2
(4)

r̈rrnd =−2k̂kk× ṙrrnd− k̂kk× (k̂kk× rrrnd)−
1−µ

||rrrnd− rrrnd,1||3
(rrrnd− rrrnd,1)−

µ

||rrrnd− rrrnd,2||3
(rrrnd− rrrnd,2) (5)

Several Periodic Orbit (PO) families were generated to explore the effects of viewing geometry on tracking solutions.
Included families are northern L1 halos (NL1), planar L2 halos (PL2), southern L2 halos (SL2), southern L2 halo
Quasi-Periodic Orbits (QPO), and Distant Retrograde Orbits (DRO). This paper focuses on one representative orbit
from each family to limit chaser and target combinations. Figure 2 plots the trajectories of the selected orbits. The
orbital period and radius of periapsis for each orbit is shown in Table 1. Note that the SL2 orbit has a 9:2 resonance
with the lunar synodic cycle, which is the currently selected orbit for the lunar gateway.

The QPO is of particular interest because it has naturally bounded relative motion about a PO with the same base fre-
quency. The resulting relative trajectory produces diverse viewing geometries between the two orbits, which provides
observational benefits. Additionally, this yields an ideal staging point for rendezvous and proximity operations due to
the zero-cost bounded motion. Figure 3 presents the natural relative trajectory of the QPO about the PO over 15 orbit
periods.

Maneuvers are implemented as impulsive ∆vvv’s with execution errors given by the Gates model [32]. There are three
types of maneuvers considered: station keeping, exponential departure, and generalized. Station keeping is necessary
for spacecraft to maintain their desired orbits, and optimal ∆vvv’s on halo orbits are known to approximately lie along
the stable manifold (êees) [10, 1]. The cost of station keeping policies varies depending on navigational accuracy, but
typical impulses are on the order of tens of mm/s to several m/s [7, 24]. Exponential departures are maneuvers along
the unstable manifold (êeeu) that lead to low-cost orbit transfers. Finally, generalized maneuvers cover the control space
and thus may not indicate long-term behavior.

Maneuvers occur at apoapsis, since it is an optimal control placement [7, 24], and are a function of their class and the
applied station keeping policy. The station keeping policy dictates impulse magnitudes for all three maneuver types
because it sets the requirements for spacecraft thruster performance. There are two station keeping policies, noisy and
quiet, each with their own statistics. The noisy policy has a mean of 1 m/s with a 0.3 m/s standard deviation. The quiet
policy has a mean of 40 mm/s with a 10 mm/s standard deviation.

Table 1: Reference orbit details.
Parameter Northern L1 Planar L2 Southern L2 Southern L2 QPO DRO

orbit period (days) 11.9 14.6 6.55 6.55 14.9
radius of periapsis (km) 51111 62902 3212 2346 74309
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Fig. 2: Reference orbits examined in this paper.

Fig. 3: Relative motion of the southern L2 QPO centered about the PO.

All maneuvers are affected by Gates execution errors. These errors are characterized as zero-mean Gaussians that
are oriented in a frame aligned with the maneuver. Equation 6 describes the Gates covariance, which is composed
of both fixed and proportional components. The error is rotated from the ∆vvv frame to the CR3BP via the rotation
matrix [CCCVVV ]. Equations 7-9 mathematically define the maneuvers given the previous assumptions. In these equations,
N is a Guassian distribution, and U is a uniform distribution. Table 2 summarizes the statistics associated with the
maneuver model. Note that Cassini’s pre-flight Gates values are adopted as the noisy policy parameters. The quiet
policy parameters are a mixture of the 2000 and 2006 models [32]. When applied to the given policies, proportional
errors prevail in the noisy case, and fixed errors dominate in the quiet case.
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Table 2: Maneuver statistics.
Policy µsk σsk σg1 σg2 σg3 σg4

noisy 1 m/s 0.3 m/s 10 mm/s 0.35 17.5 mm/s 10 mrad
quiet 40 mm/s 10 mm/s 6.5 mm/s 0.2 4.5 mm/s 3.5 mrad

PPPgates =

σ2
g1 + ||∆vvv||σ2

g2 0 0
0 σ2

g3 + ||∆vvv||σ2
g4 0

0 0 σ2
g3 + ||∆vvv||σ2

g4

 (6)

∆vvvSK =±N(µsk,σsk)êees +[CCCVVV ]N(0,PPPgates) (7)
∆vvvED =±N(µsk,σsk)êeeu +[CCCVVV ]N(0,PPPgates) (8)

∆vvvGen =N(µsk,σsk)Sph2Cart(U(0,2π),U(−π/2,π/2))+ [CCCVVV ]N(0,PPPgates) (9)

2.2 Measurements

Measurements are taken between the two spacecraft and processed by a filter to estimate both vehicles’ state. The
first craft, denoted as the chaser, is treated as the controlled vehicle and is assumed to take the measurements. The
second craft, designated the target, is nominally non-cooperative in this setting. Measurements of range, azimuth, and
elevation are available to gather information and are given by Equations 11-13 respectively. Note that a single optical
measurement comprises azimuth and elevation elements, and that range is separately used to verify and compare
LiAISON results.

rrrrel = rrrtar− rrrcha (10)
ρ = ||rrrrel || (11)

θ = tan−1(
rrrrel · ĵjj
rrrrel · îii

) (12)

φ = sin−1(
rrrrel · k̂kk

ρ
) (13)

Range measurements are corrupted by additive Gaussian white noise, while optical measurements incorporate partially
resolved object uncertainty effects. This model is derived by setting the angular uncertainty to an analog of the root-
mean-square combination of a minimum angular uncertainty (σθ/φ ,min) and a reference resolution uncertainty (D).
Equation 15 defines the angular uncertainty model. The current reference resolution uncertainty is 4 m, which is
approximately the size of lunar gateway modules [6, 4]. Range measurements are taken every 6 minutes with 1 m
noise [16], and angular measurements are taken every 2 hours with a minimum noise of 10 micro-rad [13, 3].

ρ
2
σ

2
θ/φ

= ρ
2
σ

2
θ/φ ,min +D2 (14)

σθ/φ =

√
σ2

θ/φ ,min +
D2

ρ2 (15)

All measurements are limited by line-of-sight, and any occultation will cause a missed observation. In addition, optical
measurements are subject to lighting constraints such as solar occultation and a solar exclusion region (ψ) of 30 deg
[3]. Figure 1 qualitatively depicts these restrictions, and table 3 contains a summary of the measurement parameters.
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Table 3: Measurement parameters.
σρ σθ ,min σφ ,min D ψ

1 m 10 µrad 10 µrad 4 m 30 deg

3. OBSERVABILITY

Observability is often assessed linearly via the condition number of the information matrix, and this matrix is defined
by Equation 18. Note that yyyi is the measurement vector at time ti, and Φ(ti, t0) is the State Transition Matrix (STM)
from time t0 to ti. If condition number of ΛΛΛ is over a given limit, often 1e16, then the matrix is said to be singular,
and the system is considered unobservable [15]. This metric stems from the fact that when the information matrix is
singular, it cannot be inverted to uniquely determined a linearized state. Thus, the condition number is used to measure
how close a matrix is to singular.

HHH i =
∂yyyi

∂xxx
Φ(ti, t0) (16)

WWW i =

σ2
y,1

. . .
σ2

y,n


−1

(17)

ΛΛΛ =
Nm

∑
i=1

HHHT
i WWW iHHH i (18)

The condition number is defined as the maximum to the minimum singular value of a matrix. Thus, while the condition
number of a singular matrix is infinity, the condition number inherently measures the relative scaling of the matrix
and not necessarily singularity. Relative scaling is vital to linear estimation because numerical computation can not
produce infinite accuracy, and the condition number bounds the resulting accuracy from calculations with a matrix.
This loss of accuracy due to scaling was one of the motivations behind the Square-Root Information (SRI) filter.
However, while relative scaling is essential to acknowledge, using the condition number leads to various ambiguities
when assessing observability.

A simulation with the chaser on the PL2 orbit taking range measurements of the target on the SL2 orbit is generated to
demonstrate ambiguities with the condition number. This situation mimics a LiAISION case which was proven to be
observable [16]. The information matrix is computed in a dimensional, non-dimensional, and dimensional square-root
setting. The corresponding condition numbers were: 2.3e20, 3.9e10, 1.5e10.

These results indicate that even though the dynamics and measurements are equivalent, the non-dimensional and
square-root information systems are observable, but the standard dimensional is not. This ambiguity arises from the
condition number inherently measuring the relative scaling of the information matrix and not the absolute information
of the system. Thus, while the condition number metric has tangible impacts on linearized filters, it provides conflicting
results due to the nature of the metric and may not truly identify when a system becomes observable.

The standard definition of linear observability is adopted to eliminate these ambiguities, reduce scaling errors, and
allow null space analysis. By the standard definition, a system is observable if the observability Gramian defined
in Equation 19 has full column rank. This metric is inherently less sensitive to numerical scaling issues since this
matrix is similar to a square-root of the information matrix. Additionally, finding the unobservable subspace is trivial
because it is simply the null space of OOO. Finally, suppose the chosen filter is nonlinear. In that case, this metric is
more appropriate since the filter does not need to invert the information matrix and will not suffer numerical scaling
issues associated with the condition number. When this standard definition test is applied to the same simulation used
to assess the condition number test, the observability Gramian returned full rank for every case.
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OOO =

 HHH0
...

HHHNm

 (19)

The standard linear observability test is applied to chasers and targets on every combination of reference orbits, ex-
cluding the condition where both crafts inhabit the same orbit. First, this approach is compared to LiAISON results
by assessing range measurements. Table 4 displays the time to observability results. Note that swapping target and
chaser orbits provide equivalent dynamics and measurements, making the table symmetric. The observability Gramian
results agree with LiAISON that relative range measurements lead to observable systems for non-coplanar orbits [16].
It is worth noting that the coplanar PL2 and DRO unobservable subspace was the k̂kk position and velocity for both
crafts. This null space agrees with intuition because the lack of out-of-plane motion leads to no information in the k̂kk
direction.

Table 4: Hours to reach observability given range measurements.

Ta
rg

et
O

rb
it NL1 -

PL2 61.7 -
SL2 32.9 38.1 -

QPO 34.5 37.6 36.7 -
DRO 48.5 N/O 30.1 29.1 -

NL1 PL2 SL2 QPO DRO
Chaser Orbit

The observability Gramian test was applied to the same orbit combinations again, but with optical measurements.
Table 5 details the hours required to reach observability. The optical measurement results are promising for several
reasons. First, optical measurements lead to fully observable systems. Second, observability was achieved faster in all
cases, even with a measurement cadence that is 20 times longer. Lastly, the coplanar PL2 to DRO case is observable.
Collectively, these results indicate that optical measurements have a significant potential for simultaneous autonomous
navigation and observation and are more robust than range measurements.

Table 5: Hours to reach observability given optical measurements.

Ta
rg

et
O

rb
it NL1 -

PL2 16 -
SL2 10 10 -

QPO 10 10 10 -
DRO 12 14 10 10 -

NL1 PL2 SL2 QPO DRO
Chaser Orbit

4. STATE ESTIMATION

Strongly nonlinear dynamics hinder estimation in the CR3BP and cause filter failure under various circumstances [7,
25, 13]. Recent studies have shown this is likely due to the higher-order moments that significantly impact uncertainty
propagation [19]. Thus there is a need for higher-order, or nonlinear, filters in cislunar estimation. There are many
higher-order estimation processes, but the UT is often desirable because it requires little additional computation cost
for third-order accuracy [20, 33].

The frequent station keeping events required to ensure stability in the cislunar region further inhibit observation in this
domain. Therefore, estimation algorithms must account for station keeping through some form of maneuver detection.
Again, there are many methods of maneuver detection, but the ballistic OCBE has proven to be an effective filter
and maneuver identification algorithm that minimally impacts computation cost [22, 13]. The OCBE achieves this
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by estimating costates along with the state in a linearized filter. However, as mentioned previously, linearized filters
struggle in the cislunar regime. Thus, the OCBE is modified to improve its success.

The intrinsic single-step smoothing property of the OCBE facilitates easy modification of its algorithm. This property
establishes that the costate estimate is a function of the current state and smoothed prior state. Thus, the time and
measurement state updates can directly apply the UT transformation to produce a current estimate. Then a single-step
smoother is applied to the current estimate after the measurement update. Finally, the costate and control estimates
are calculated from the current and smoothed states. The pseudo-code for the UT modified ballistic OCBE is given in
Algorithm 1.

Result: State, costate, and control estimates.
initialization;
while new measurement do

yyyi+1 = Read Measurement;
if detection then

q = Adaptive ADU Algorithm(xxxi|i,yyyi+1,q);
outlier count = 0;
detection = false;

else
q = Desired Noise Function;

end
xxxi+1|i,ΦΦΦ(ti+1, ti) = UT Time Update(ti, ti+1,xxxi|i,q);
outlier = OCBE Distance Metric(xxxi+1|i,yyyi+1);
if outlier then

outlier count += 1;
detection = Automated Detection(outlier count);
if detection then

return to measurement at first outlier;
end

else
outlier count = 0;

end
xxxi+1|i+1 = UT Measurement Update(xxxi+1|i,yyyi+1);
xxxi|i+1 = One Step Smoother(xxxi|i,xxxi+1|i+1);
pppi|i+1 = OCBE Costate Function(xxxi|i,xxxi|i+1);
ûuu(t) = OCBE Estimated Control(pppi|i+1,ΦΦΦ(ti+1, ti));

end
Algorithm 1: Ballistic OCBE with UT propagation and measurement update.

Filter solutions are generated to assess the performance of the UT modified OCBE. Only three orbit combinations of
interest are selected for evaluation as a means to reduce run time. Each case has the target starting at the periapsis of
the SL2 orbit, which is the planned location of the lunar gateway. The chaser is initialized on the NL1, PL2, and QPO
orbits to evaluate these promising candidate chaser locations. Each simulation lasts the duration of an SL2 orbit period.
Initial uncertainty values assume that the chaser is instantiated with ground-based navigation which it is dropping to
start autonomous operations, and the target is known to a minor degree of accuracy. Thus, the chaser 1-sigma is 10 km
and 10 cm/s, and the target 1-sigma is 100 km and 100 cm/s. Reference [7] serves as the basis for these assumptions.
The simulations also include a maneuver at apoapsis with an 8 hour window of increased process noise around the
event to account for the expected maneuver without modeling it. This process noise is always included, regardless if a
maneuver occurs or not. The UT hyperparameters that produced the most consistent filters were α = 0.5,β = 3,κ = 0.
These hyperparameters imply that the system is strongly nonlinear because of the spread of the particles necessary to
capture uncertainty propagation adequately.

First, the chaser is placed on the NL1 orbit and simulated. Figure 4 illustrates the smoothed state estimates for chaser
and target. The errors in blue are bounded by the filter covariance in red, confirming a converged filter solution.
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Figure 5 plots the OCBE control estimate and metric. The control reflects that uncertainty in the state estimate is most
significant on the target during apoapsis as desired, and the metric indicates proper filter performance.

Fig. 4: Chaser on NL1 with target on SL2. Left plot is chaser error and covariance, and the right plot is the target error
and covariance.

Fig. 5: Chaser on NL1 with target on SL2. Left plot is OCBE estimated control, and the right plot is the OCBE metric.

Next, the simulation with the chaser on the QPO is executed. Figure 6 shows that the covariance properly bounds
the errors again. The OCBE control estimate and metric are plotted in Figure 7 and also indicate nominal behav-
ior. It is worth noting that placing the chaser on the QPO produces an order of magnitude better position estimates
and marginally better velocity estimates. These results agree with intuition because angular measurements are more
informative at closer ranges, and the QPO has a much smaller average range.
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Fig. 6: Chaser on QPO with target on SL2. Left plot is chaser error and covariance, and the right plot is the target error
and covariance.

Fig. 7: Chaser on QPO with target on SL2. Left plot is OCBE estimated control, and the right plot is the OCBE metric.

Finally, the chaser is placed on the PL2 orbit and simulated. Figure 8 reveals that the errors are bounded by the
covariance again, affirming proper filter behavior. In addition, figure 9 confirms that the OCBE control estimate and
metric exhibit no anomalies. These results also highlight that the PL2 estimates are closer to the NL1 results than the
QPO results. This similarity is expected since the average range is more comparable between these cases.
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Fig. 8: Chaser on PL2 with target on SL2. Left plot is chaser error and covariance, and the right plot is the target error
and covariance.

Fig. 9: Chaser on PL2 with target on SL2. Left plot is OCBE estimated control, and the right plot is the OCBE metric.

The UT modified OCBE generally produces proper states estimates given a dual spacecraft system and accounting
for a maneuver at apoapsis. While filter results are generally consistent, there are occasions that filters will still fail.
Therefore, a Monte Carlo analysis is performed to examine filter convergence rates. In the Monte Carlo analysis,
maneuvers are specified as noisy and quiet generalized maneuvers. The simulations were run for 1.5 SL2 orbit periods
to determine if the filter converged before the next expected maneuver. The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is also
assessed as a baseline. Table 6 summarizes convergence rates given 100 runs for each case.

The UT modification enables solutions that linearized filters are not capable of producing. This issue is well known and
one of several reasons that other papers adopted additional measurements such as angular-rates. It is also interesting
to note that the QPO has more failures than the NL1 or PL2 orbits. This failure is likely due to the highly dynamic
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relative motion of the QPO. Through examination, the majority of failures for the UT modified OCBE were caused by
large initial errors at periapsis or divergence when coming back around to periapsis. These failures emphasize that a
precise periapsis estimate is critical to filtering, even with the UT modification. It is possible that higher-order filters
such as higher-order EKFs/UKFs, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) filters, or particle filters could address this issue.

Table 6: Filter convergence rates.
Policy Filter NL1 QPO PL2

Noisy EKF 0/100 1/100 0/100

UT-OCBE 100/100 94/100 100/100

Quiet EKF 1/100 0/100 1/100

UT-OCBE 100/100 93/100 100/100

5. MANEUVER CLASSIFICATION

While POs and QPOs are perfectly periodic in the CR3BP, these orbits require regular station keeping in reality.
Optimal station keeping maneuvers on halo orbits are known to approximately lie along the stable manifold [10, 1].
Conversely, maneuvers along the unstable manifold will lead to exponential departures from an orbit allowing for
low-cost transfers. Thus, maneuvers along the stable and unstable manifold are desirable to identify because they
indicate long-term behavior. If these maneuvers are not differentiated, they could easily be conflated and lead to
loss of tracking. Therefore, a maneuver classification algorithm based on the OCBE control policy is employed to
distinguish maneuvers and maintain custody of a target.

The OCBE control policy is highly sensitive to dynamical mismodeling and makes a powerful maneuver detection
indicator. While the OCBE quickly identifies maneuvers, its reconstruction capabilities rely on the optimal control
policy, which may not reflect the actual event. This disconnect between optimality and reality could lead to classi-
fication difficulties if the control policy is poorly understood or behaved. The OCBE control policy requires some
form of uncertainty quantification to ensure classification performance. Attempting to quantify the whole, continuous,
policy is not only intractable but not desirable. Instead, the integral of the control profile as defined by Equation 20 is
adopted. This value is more appropriate for classification as it represents the total effort applied to the system.

zzz =
∫ t f

t0
ûuu(t)dt (20)

5.1 OCBE Control Quantification

There are many forms of uncertainty quantification, but most suffer from the curse of dimensionality. This issue is
particularly concerning for estimation problems because of the sheer quantity of stochastic and variable inputs such
as initial conditions, initial uncertainty, measurements, and maneuvers. Monte Carlo analysis breaks the curse of
dimensionality because its error convergence rate is

√
Ns, where Ns is the number of samples, which is conveniently

independent of the input dimension. This advantage makes Monte Carlo an ideal choice for filter based uncertainty
quantification. As such, a Monte Carlo analysis is performed for the three selected orbit combinations from the
previous section with both noisy and quiet maneuvers.

First, the chaser is placed on the QPO orbit with a target which is subjected to noisy maneuvers. Figure 10 plots
the resulting integral of the estimated control policy and true control. This figure shows that the control integral
very closely approximates the actual maneuver, including pointing information. This precise reconstruction of true
events means that classification on this system should be highly accurate. Next, the estimated control vectors’ norm is
plotted in Figure 11 to determine if the OCBE correctly differentiates maneuvering and non-maneuvering cases. The
histogram not only confirms that non-maneuvering cases have an order of magnitude smaller estimated control but that
the estimated maneuvering distribution closely resembles the designed station keeping mean and covariance. Note that
the histogram has been focused on the maneuvering cases and that the non-maneuver plot (grey) goes beyond the axis
limit.
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Fig. 10: Chaser on QPO with target on SL2 with noisy maneuvers. Left plot is integral of OCBE estimated control,
and the right plot is the true maneuver.

Fig. 11: Chaser on QPO with target on SL2 with noisy maneuvers. Histogram of the norm of the integral of OCBE
estimated control.

Next, the same geometry was analyzed with quiet maneuvers. Figure 12 presents the integral of the OCBE control
policy and actual control. From the true scatter plot, it is clear that the maneuver execution error has a much more
significant impact on the quiet maneuvers. This additional noise implies that classification should be more difficult on
the quiet case even though the OCBE does a good job recreating the events. Figure 13 shows the norm of the estimated
control. Once again, the non-maneuvering cases are consistently an order of magnitude smaller, and the maneuvering
cases closely approximate the true distribution.
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Fig. 12: Chaser on QPO with target on SL2 with quiet maneuvers. Left plot is integral of OCBE estimated control,
and the right plot is the true maneuver.

Fig. 13: Chaser on QPO with target on SL2 with quiet maneuvers. Histogram of the norm of the integral of OCBE
estimated control.

Now the chaser located on the PL2 orbit is examined. Figure 14 gives the noisy and quiet OCBE control estimates.
Note that the true maneuvers are not displayed because they are equivalent to the QPO cases shown in Figures 10 and
12. Once again, the OCBE estimate very closely approximates truth in the noisy case. However, unlike the QPO, the
quiet case has significant overlap not seen in the true maneuvers. Fortunately, the structure of the quiet case still has
stable and unstable maneuvers loosely aligned with the manifold directions. This association between estimated and
true control means that classification is still possible even if it is more difficult. Figure 15 plots the norms of the two
cases. The noisy case increases estimated control with a maneuver, while the quiet case shows increased overlap as
expected from the scatter plots.
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Fig. 14: Integral of estimated OCBE with chaser on PL2 and target on SL2. Left plot is noisy case and the right plot
is the quiet case.

Fig. 15: Norm of the integral of OCBE estimated control with chaser on PL2 with target on SL2 with quiet maneuvers.
Left plot is noisy case and the right plot is the quiet case.

Finally, the chaser is placed on NL1 orbit and simulated. Figure 16 reveals that the OCBE control estimates generally
represent the true control for the noisy case, with a minor spread along one dimension. The dispersion closely aligns
with the average range vector between the crafts, stemming from the relatively static and far viewing geometry between
the NL1 and SL2 orbits. Figure 16 also exposes that the quiet estimated control is significantly smaller than the other
orbit combinations. This poor reconstruction is because the NL1 orbit has the longest average range, and optical
measurements are weaker over longer ranges. The histograms of the norms of the estimated control are plotted in
Figure 17. As expected, the noisy case is well separated, and the quiet case is not.
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Fig. 16: Integral of estimated OCBE with chaser on NL1 and target on SL2. Left plot is noisy case and the right plot
is the quiet case.

Fig. 17: Norm of the integral of OCBE estimated control with chaser on NL1 with target on SL2. Left plot is noisy
case and the right plot is the quiet case.

5.2 Classification
The integral of the OCBE control profile has a structure related to the true maneuvers in every case examined, mak-
ing it an appropriate input for maneuver classification. In noisy cases, the estimated control vectors align with the
corresponding manifold from which the true maneuver is generated. The quiet cases have structure associated with
the stable and unstable manifolds, but there is a significant overlap between maneuver types. Thus, two classification
algorithms are examined to determine which performs the best. The first method is a simplistic one-hot optimization
approach. The other method utilizes Support Vector Machines (SVMs).

The one-hot method optimizes two parameters (a,b) to minimize the cost function given by Equation 21. In this
equation TTT i is the truth probability of sample i. The truth vector takes a value of 1 for the true class, and 0 for all other
classes, making it a one-hot vector. The variable LLLi is the predicted probability, a one-hot vector that chooses the most
likely class. If the class probability vector is ordered as in Equation 22, then the predicted probability is calculated by
Equation 23.

In general, this one-hot method functions on the same fundamental principle as an SVM; it projects the input data into
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a domain where it is easily separable. The one-hot method takes advantage of the accurate reconstruction capabilities
of the OCBE control policies to define class boundaries in a hierarchical order. An incoming control estimate must be
above a to be classified as a maneuver. Then, if the angle between the estimated control and a manifold is less than
cos−1(b), it is assigned to that manifold. Given training data, the parameters a,b can be optimized by an algorithm of
choice and used to classify broader data sets.

J =−
NL

∑
i=1

TTT T
i LLLi (21)

LLLi = [p(none), p(stable), p(unstable), p(general)]T (22)

LLLi =


[1,0,0,0]T if ||z|| ≤ a
[0,1,0,0]T else if abs(ẑzzT êees)≥ b
[0,0,1,0]T else if abs(ẑzzT êeeu)≥ b
[0,0,0,1]T otherwise

(23)

The SVM approach leverages well-defined machine learning techniques and libraries. SVMs function by projecting
the input data into a higher dimension using a kernel function where the data is easily separable by a hyperplane. This
work leverages the package Sci-Kit Learn which has well-developed SVM methods and models [26]. The specific
algorithm of choice is an SVM with a Radial Basis Function (RBF) as its kernel. RBF is an appropriate kernel because
it is clear from the uncertainty quantification that the classes are well clustered and RBF acts as a similarity measure
which will take advantage of this clustering.

The data generated during the OCBE control quantification is used to train and test the classification methods. Half of
the dataset is randomly selected and used to optimize the one-hot parameters or train the SVM. Once the training is
complete, the entire data set is passed to the classifier to be labeled. The subsequent output is compared to truth values
using confusion matrices.

First, the case with the chaser located on the QPO is examined. Figure 18 gives the confusion matrices for both
algorithms and station keeping policies to evaluate their effectiveness. This figure confirms that both algorithms
perform exceedingly well, but the SVM surpasses the one-hot classifier for quiet generalized maneuvers. It is also
worth noting that the minimum accuracy is 86% across all cases and algorithms. Thus, given a chaser on a QPO, both
algorithms are sufficient and produce accurate results.

Next, the results with the chaser on the PL2 orbit are processed. The confusion matrices in Figure 19 again show that
the two classifiers are comparable for the noisy case, but the quiet case bears a more significant gap for generalized
label accuracy. The PL2 dynamics exacerbate the QPO results because PL2 is further away and suffers more significant
OCBE control estimate inaccuracies. It is also worth noting that the one-hot method prefers properly separating the
maneuver vs. non-maneuver subsets. In general, for the PL2 case, the SVM appears superior.

Finally, the confusion matrices with the chaser located on the NL1 orbit are shown in Figure 20. Given these results,
the one-hot method evidently prefers correct maneuver detection but struggles with over-labeling manifold maneuvers.
On the other hand, the SVM performs uniformly across the label types and does surprisingly well given how poor the
OCBE control estimates are in the quiet case. Thus, the SVM is the preferred method given a chaser on NL1.

From the cumulative results of this section, the SVM classifier is the superior classifier as it equally spreads success
rates across each maneuver type. However, the one-hot method is still appealing for maneuver detection or if the rela-
tive orbits are close. Unfortunately, the one-hot method degrades as range increases because the OCBE reconstruction
deviates from reality, and thus the classification problem is higher-dimension. It is also clear that closer relative orbits
produce better classification in general, which is expected since optical measurements are stronger over shorter ranges.
Thus, placing the chaser on a QPO about a target on a PO is ideal as it ensures close and bounded relative motion with
diverse viewing geometries. Furthermore, QPO to PO relative estimation was able to reconstruct true maneuvers al-
most one-to-one. These advantages for the QPO lead to a minimum of 94% accuracy with the SVM, even in the quiet
case. It is worth noting that across all cases/orbits the one-hot method is never worse 33% inaccurate for maneuver vs.
non-maneuver classification, and the SVM is never worse than 27% inaccurate for the same subset.
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Fig. 18: Confusion matrices for a chaser on the QPO. The left plots are the one-hot algorithm, and the right are the
SVM. Top plots are noisy station keeping, bottom are quiet.

Fig. 19: Confusion matrices for a chaser on the PL2. The left plots are the one-hot algorithm, and the right are the
SVM. Top plots are noisy station keeping, bottom are quiet.
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Fig. 20: Confusion matrices for a chaser on the NL1. Left plots are one-hot, tight plots are SVM. Top plots are noisy
station keeping, bottom are quiet.

6. CONCLUSION

This work set out to determine if optical measurements are sufficient for autonomous dual craft estimation in the
cislunar regime. The first step in achieving this goal is to prove that optical measurements lead to a fully observable
system. Observability is proven using the standard definition of linear observability, which improves on the traditional
filtering observability technique that employs the information matrix. The standard definition is beneficial because
it is less numerically sensitive and enables trivial null space analysis. The observability results show that optical
measurements lead to observable systems and do so faster and more consistently than range measurements.

With observability proven, filtering solutions are generated using a newly developed UT modified OCBE. The UT
modification, or other higher-order methods, are necessary to enable estimation in the cislunar environment due to the
strongly nonlinear dynamics. With the UT modification, the OCBE can generate proper filter and control estimates.
However, even with the UT modification, the filter occasionally struggles with QPO to PO estimation as the relative
motion is highly dynamic. It is likely that higher-order, GMM, or particle filters could appropriately address this issue
and should be studied for future work.

Finally, maneuver classification methods are generated and tested to label OCBE control estimates as non-maneuvering,
stable, unstable, or general families. Uncertainty quantification of the control estimate is necessary to ensure that clas-
sification is possible. The quantification results show that OCBE event reconstruction strongly depends on relative
orbit geometry, with the QPO to PO estimation leading to highly accurate event reconstruction. Two classification
methods are then tested: one-hot and SVMs. The one-hot method is a simplistic model that leverages proper event
reconstruction and proves to be efficient for maneuver detection. The SVM method was generally more accurate
and provided effective classification even with poor event reconstruction. The SVM with the QPO to PO observation
scheme achieved the best accuracy with a minimum of 94% classification accuracy, even given an average maneuver
size of only 40 mm/s. Future work should study alternative classification techniques to determine if they can produce
better results for poor event reconstructions.

In conclusion, optical measures are power measurements that are capable of autonomous dual craft estimation. Optical
measurements produce linearly observable systems that should be estimated with high-order or nonlinear filters. The
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newly developed UT modified OCBE provides sufficient consistency when generating state and control estimates
with these measurements. The OCBE estimated control policy is then leveraged to classify maneuvers, with the
best accuracy resulting from QPO to PO relative motion. Collectively, the developed methods facilitate autonomous
operations in cislunar space and engender further research in this area.
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